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Beyond the basic skills that you must have to succeed in online business, there is one crucial
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In a marathon the physical factor for runners might be very comparable, but what could be the

Depending on the field, things like physical fitness and knowledge are pre-requisites of cours

From normal observations we realize that the level of endurance and patience to achieve self s
The engine that drives us to overcome obstacles and enhance our endurance and patience is how

Results and achievements motivate most of us, but if failure and slow or no improvements are h

Online business is an industry that requires a huge amount of self motivation. Self motivation

This makes self motivation the most crucial success factor in online business as external moti
How can we fuel the self motivation engine to keep it running? There are numerous ways:
1-

Set clear Targets: I know you have heard this a million times, but the reason we are m

a.

Clear targets are easily measured and accordingly you will see by time the small impro

b.

When setting clear targets, you can easily divide them into targets to meet within sma

2-

Keep remembering your initial driver: Keep reminding yourself why you got into online

3-

When you completely lose hope and realize that online business is not for you, try to

4-

Do not talk about your online business with potentially skeptical people.

5-

Pick an active forum and hang around there every now and then, not only because it is

6-

Try to enjoy your online business and make money a secondary issue. By enjoying the wo

Do not make your online business like any other job. This is your kingdom and you can create a
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